Tuna yarn Blanket

“Gladiolus”

from the Borgs catalog

Tuna yarn: warp and weft, 8 skeins total, use these colors or select your own:

1 skein Purple 3076
1 skein Blue 3028
1 skein Green 3009
1 skein Yellow 3035
1 skein Red 3021

Weft color:
3 skeins of 3352 Turquoise, or your choice of weft color.

Blanket size : 40 inches x 54 inches

Weave: Twill, Reed: 8 dent, two yarns per dent
Epi: 16 Ends: 720
Weaving Width: 45 inches, finished width 40 inches
Warp length: 76 inches, finished length 54 inches plus fringe.

Warp colors: each color is blended with it’s neighboring colors.
140 Red, 10 red and 10 yellow wound together, 120 yellow, 10 yellow and 10 green together, 120 green 10 green and 10 blue together, 120 blue, 10 blue and 10 purple together, 140 purple.
(numbers adapted for the blanket size)

Weft, weave with 3352 turquoise or your choice of weft color.
Tuna yarn Blanket
“Brown or Aqua plaid”
from the Borgs catalog

8 skeins, use these colors or select your own:
Brown Plaid warp:
  2 skeins B brown 3762
  1 skein T turquoise 3350
  3 skeins LB light brown 3302
  2 skeins N natural 3001

Tuna yarn: warp and weft, Weft:
3001, 3302 and 3350

Blanket Size: 40” x 54”

Weaving Width: 45 inches,
  finished width 40 inches
Warp length: 76 inches,
  finished length 54 inches plus fringe.

Weave: Twill,    Reed: 8 dent, two yarns per dent
Epi:  16        Ends: 724

Warp colors (adapted for the blanket size):

Weft, weave alternate wide stripes of 3001 and 3302. Insert narrow stripes of the turquoise and natural as in the photo.

Blue Plaid warp: 3022 med blue, 3329, light aqua
Weft: 3718 med aqua, 3095 med green aqua, 3001 natural